MidValley Consortium for Teacher Education  
Steering Committee Membership Guidelines  

Nine permanent members shall comprise the steering committee of the MidValley Consortium for Teacher Education (Consortium). Institution of higher education (IHE) representatives shall be directly involved in securing student teacher placements for their respective institutions. The IHEs shall be represented* as follows:

- Bridgewater College – one representative
- Eastern Mennonite University – one representative
- James Madison University – two representatives
- Mary Baldwin University – one representative

The representative from BC shall serve as treasurer and a representative from JMU shall serve as coordinator.

*In the event that two people are sharing a position or in a transitional period when a new person is moving into the position, then that institution shall have two representatives for that time period.

The public schools shall be represented as follows:

- Two school divisions – one clinical faculty from each
- One school division – one school administrator
- One school division – one central office administrator

The clinical faculty representatives shall be selected by the steering committee. The position of CF representative should rotate among member divisions. Clinical faculty representatives will spend a 3-year term as a CF trainer, and then a 3-year term as a steering committee member. (Terms can be renewable.)

The administrator shall be nominated by the steering committee and should be from a system different from that of the CF representatives. The position of administrator representative should rotate among member divisions.

A representative that is unable to participate fully as a committee member by attending meetings and participating in training and refresher workshops should make that situation known so that the committee can select another representative.